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The rise of Asian wealth - Building depth
and resilience
HSBC’s Frederic Neumann explains how Asia’s rising financial
wealth is providing a measure of resilience against challenges in
global financial markets.
Read report ›

Utilities run dry
Droughts and a fall in hydroelectric production have put water
supplies at risk across Europe and could exacerbate the energy
crisis. In the UK, it’s highlighted the need to improve strategic
water infrastructure, say HSBC analysts, with more than GBP20bn
of investment required over the next 30 years.
Read report ›

China COVID-19 tracker
HSBC’s Jing Liu looks at the latest data from mainland China in a
week that saw daily new local infections pick up, leading to more
restrictions and lockdowns. With more pressure on housing sales
and consumer spending, can we expect more policy easing?
Read report ›
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Europe macro tracker
Gas and electricity prices have risen further, while
drought is reducing hydroelectric and nuclear generation,
restricting river freight traffic and potentially affecting
crop yields. HSBC’s Simon Wells looks at the broader
economic implications of Europe’s ‘heatflation’.
Read report

›
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Under the Banyan Tree
Indonesia: From ancient temples to the modern consumer
With Herald in Indonesia this week, he and Fred discuss the
fabric of an economy that’s tipped to be a leading consumer
hub in the next decade. Selviana Aripin, Head of ASEAN
Consumer Research, joins our hosts to discuss key trends in
the country.
Listen to podcast ›
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